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GRANTED.COM A SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, POWERFUL JOB SEARCH ENGINE

 Are you looking for a job site that has real jobs you would actually
want to apply for? Try Granted.com. After trying monster.com, looking for career opportunities for my wife, a psychologist, I found nothing. Granted.com,
however listed 5 jobs, 3 she will actually apply to, that were not available on any other site. Whether you’ve tried the rest, or are looking for a good start,
granted.com offers not a stack of irrelevant jobs you have to filter through, mixed up with ads and other nonsense, but it offers real jobs you would actually
want to apply to. After all, applying for a job is a lengthy process. You have to fine-tune your resume and, if you are chosen, go in for an interview. You do not
want to expend such energy on dead ends or jobs that are the wrong fit. With granted.com as an alternative to the slick and over-advertised sites, you will find
what you are looking for, or at least have a good start. If it doesn’t land you your next job, it will at least point in the right direction, and as the service is free
and easy to use,  serious job-seeker should consider giving the site a go, and see what comes up for him or her. A simple search for “lawyer” and “Grand
Rapids, Mi” brings this up as its first pick: Specialty Claims Analyst (Professional Liability) The Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. - Grand Rapids, MI The
Hanover Insurance Group has an immediate opening for a Specialty Claims Professional within our Claims Organization. Preferred Candidate would work out
of either the Grand Rapids, MI or Itasca, IL . 5 days 19 hours ago The simple search uses two features: job name and job location. Having that, and nothing
more, no sign ins or anything like that, you will immediately see what Granted.com has to offer in your area.

 


